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Abstract

Topological predicates between spatial objects have for a long time been a focus of research in a number
of disciplines like artificial intelligence, cognitive science, linguistics, robotics, and spatial reasoning.
Especially as predicates, they support the design of suitable query languages for spatial data retrieval
and analysis in spatial database systems and geographical information systems. While, to a large ex-
tent, conceptual aspects of topological predicates (like their definition and reasoning with them) as well
as strategies for avoiding unnecessary or repetitive predicate evaluations (like predicate migration and
spatial index structures) have been emphasized, the development of robust and efficient implementation
techniques for them has been rather neglected. Recently, the design of topological predicates for different
combinations ofcomplexspatial data types has led to a large increase of their numbers and accentuated
the need for their efficient implementation. The goal of thisarticle is to develop efficient implementa-
tion techniques of topological predicates for all combinations of the complex spatial data typespoint2D,
line2D, andregion2Dwithin the framework of the spatial algebra SPAL2D. Our solution is a two-phase
approach. In theexploration phase, for a given scene of two spatial objects, alltopological eventsare
recorded in two precisely definedtopological feature vectors(one for each argument of a topological
predicate) whose specifications are characteristic and unique for each combination of spatial data types.
These vectors serve as input for theevaluation phasewhich analyzes the topological events and deter-
mines the Boolean result of a topological predicate or the kind of topological predicate. This paper puts
an emphasis on the exploration phase and in addition presents a first, simple evaluation method.

∗This work was partially supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF) under grant number NSF-CAREER-IIS-0347574.



1 Introduction

Topological predicates (likeoverlap, meet, inside) between spatial objects (like points, lines, regions) have
always been a main area of research on spatial data handling,reasoning, and query languages in a number
of disciplines like artificial intelligence, linguistics,robotics, and cognitive science. They characterize the
relative position between two (or more) objects in space, deliberately exclude any consideration of quanti-
tative, metric measures like distance or direction measures, and are associated with notions like adjacency,
coincidence, connectivity, inclusion, and continuity. Inparticular, they support the design of suitable query
languages for spatial data retrieval and analysis in geographical information systems and spatial database
systems. The focus of this research has been on the conceptual design of and reasoning with these predicates
as well as on strategies for avoiding unnecessary or repetitive predicate evaluations. The two central concep-
tual approaches, upon which almost all publications in thisfield have been based and which have produced
very similar results, are the 9-intersection model[17] and theRCC model[11]. Until recently, topological
predicates have only been defined forsimplespatial objects. In this article, we are especially interested in
topological predicates forcomplexspatial objects, as they have been recently specified in [45]on the basis
of the 9-intersection model.

In contrast to the large amount of conceptual work, implementation issues for topological predicates
have been widely neglected. Since topological predicates are expensive predicatesthat cannot be evaluated
in constant time, the strategy in query plans has consequently been to avoid their computation. The exten-
sive work on spatial index structures as a filtering technique in query processing is an important example
of this strategy. It aims at identifying a hopefully small collection of candidate pairs of spatial objects that
could possibly fulfil the predicate of interest and at excluding a large collection of pairs of spatial objects
that definitely cannot satisfy the predicate. The main reason for neglecting the implementation issue of topo-
logical predicates in the literature is probably the simplifying view that some plane-sweep [38] algorithm
is sufficient to implement topological predicates. Certainly, the plane sweep paradigm plays an important
role for the implementation of these predicates, but there are at least three aspects that make such an imple-
mentation much more challenging. A first aspect refers to thedetails of the plane sweep itself. Issues are
whether each topological predicate implementation necessarily requires an own, tailored plane sweep algo-
rithm, how the plane sweep processescomplexinstead ofsimplespatial objects, whether spatial objects have
been preprocessed in the sense that their intersections have been computed in advance (e.g., by employing a
realm-basedapproach [27]), how intersections are handled, and what kind of information the plane sweep
must output so that this information can be leveraged for predicate evaluation. A second aspect is that the
number of topological predicates increases to a large extent with the transition from simple to complex spa-
tial objects [45]. The two implementation alternatives of asingle, specialized algorithm for each predicate
or a single algorithm for all predicates with an exhaustive case analysis are error-prone, inappropriate, and
thus unacceptable options from a correctness and a performance point of view. A third aspect deals with the
kind of query posed. This has impact on the evaluation process. Given two objectsA andB of any complex
spatial data typepoint2D, line2D, or region2D [41], we can pose at least two kinds of topological queries:
(1) “Do A andB satisfy the topological predicatep?” and (2) “What is the topological predicatep between
A andB?”. Only query 1 yields a Boolean value, and we call it hence averification query. Query 2 returns
a predicate (name), and we call it hence adetermination query.

The goal of this (and a follow-up) article is to develop and present efficient implementation strategies
for topological predicates between all combinations of thethree complex spatial data typespoint2D, line2D,
andregion2Dwithin the framework of the spatial algebra SPAL2D. We distinguish two phases of predicate
execution: In anexploration phase, a plane sweep scans a given configuration of two spatial objects, detects
all topological events(like intersections), and records them in so-calledtopological feature vectors. These
vectors serve as input for theevaluation phasewhich analyzes these topological data and determines the
Boolean result of a topological predicate (query 1) or the kind of topological predicate (query 2). This
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paper puts an emphasis on the exploration phase and in addition presents a simple evaluation method. A
follow-up article [37] deals in detail with improved and efficient methods for the evaluation phase. The two-
phase approach provides a direct and sound interaction and synergy between conceptual work (9-intersection
model) and implementation (algorithmic design).

The special goals of the exploration phase explain the introduction of topological feature vectors. The
design of individualized, ad hoc algorithms for each topological predicate of each spatial data type com-
bination turns out to be very cumbersome and error-prone andraises correctness issues. To avoid these
problems, we propagate a systematic exploration approach which identifies all topological events that are
possible for a particular type combination. These possibletopological events are stored in two precisely
defined topological feature vectors (one for each argument object of the topological predicate) whose spec-
ifications are characteristic and thus unique for each type combination. However, the specification of the
topological feature vector of a particular spatial data type is different in different type combinations. The
exploration approach leads to very reliable and robust predicate implementations and forms a sound basis
for the subsequent evaluation phase. Further goals of the exploration phase are the treatment of complex
and not only simple spatial objects and an integrated handling of general and realm-based spatial objects.

Section 2 discusses related work about spatial data types aswell as available design and implementa-
tion concepts for topological predicates. In Section 3, we present the data structures used for all spatial
data types in SPAL2D. Section 4 sketches some basic algorithmic concepts needed for the exploration algo-
rithms. Section 5 deals with the exploration phase for collecting topological information on the basis of the
plane sweep paradigm. It introduces a collection ofexploration algorithms, one for each type combination.
The algorithms extract the needed topological informationfrom a given scene of two spatial objects and
determine the topological feature vectors that are specificto each type combination. We also determine the
runtime complexity of each algorithm in Big-O notation. Section 6 gives a first, simple evaluation method
leveraging topological feature vectors. In Section 7, we provide a brief overview of the implementation en-
vironment and present our testing strategy of the topological feature vectors. Since we are not aware of any
other, published implementation description of topological predicates to compare with, we do not provide
an empirical performance analysis. Finally, Section 8 draws some conclusions and discusses future work.

2 Related Work

In this section we present related work on spatial objects asthe operands of topological predicates (Sec-
tion 2.1), sketch briefly the essential conceptual models for topological predicates (Section 2.2), and discuss
implementation aspects of topological predicates (Section 2.3).

2.1 Spatial Objects

In the past, numerous data models and query languages for spatial data have been proposed with the aim of
formulating and processing spatial queries in databases and GIS (e.g., [15, 25, 27, 36, 40, 41]).Spatial data
types(see [41] for a survey) likepoint, line, or region are the central concept of these approaches. They
provide fundamental abstractions for modeling the structure of geometric entities, their relationships, prop-
erties, and operations. Topological predicates operate oninstances of these data types, calledspatial objects.
Until recently, these predicates have only been defined for simple object structures like single points, contin-
uous lines, and simple regions (Figure 1(a)-(c)). However,it is broad consensus that these simple geometric
structures are inadequate abstractions for real spatial applications since they are insufficient to cope with
the variety and complexity of geographic reality. Consequently, universal and versatile type specifications
are needed for (more) complex spatial objects so that they are usable in many different applications. With
regard tocomplex points(Figure 1(d)), we allow finite collections of single points as point objects (e.g., to
gather the positions of all lighthouses in the U.S.). With regard tocomplex lines(Figure 1(e)), we permit
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Figure 1: Examples of a simple point object (a), a simple lineobject (b), a simple region object (c), a
complex point object (d), a complex line object (e), and a complex region object (f).

arbitrary, finite collections of one-dimensional curves, i.e., spatially embedded networks possibly consisting
of several disjoint connected components, as line objects (e.g., to model the ramifications of the Nile Delta).
With regard tocomplex regions(Figure 1(f)), the two main extensions relate to separations of the exterior
(holes) and to separations of the interior (multiple components). For example, countries (like Italy) can be
made up of multiple components (like the mainland and the offshore islands) and can have holes (like the
Vatican). From a formal point of view, spatial data types should be closed under the geometric operations
union, intersection, anddifference. This is guaranteed for complex but not for simple spatial data types. Our
formal specification of complex spatial data types given in [45] generalizes the definitions that can be found
in the literature, rests on point set theory and point set topology [23], and is the basis of our spatial data type
implementation. We call this specification theabstract modelof our spatial type system SPAL2D.

So far, only a few models have been developed for complex spatial objects. The works in [6, 26, 27, 46]
are the only formal approaches; they all share a number of structural features with our type specifications
in [45]. The OpenGIS Consortium (OGC) has proposed geometric structures calledsimple featuresin their
OGC Abstract Specification [33] and in their Geography Markup Language (GML) [34], which is an XML
encoding for the transport and storage of geographic information. These geometric structures are similar
to ours but only described informally and calledMultiPoint, MultiLineString, andMultiPolygon. Another
spatial data type specification is provided by ESRI’s Spatial Database Engine (ArcSDE) [22]. It is also
similar to ours but only informally described. Its importance comes from the fact that several database
vendors have more or less integrated ArcSDE functionality into their spatial extension packages through
extensibility mechanisms. Examples are the Informix Geodetic DataBlade [31], the Oracle Spatial Cartridge
[35], and DB2’s Spatial Extender [12].

Our main interest regarding complex spatial data types in this article relates to the development of effec-
tive geometric data structures that are able to support the efficient implementation of topological predicates.
Descriptions of such data structures for spatial data typesare rare. We partially borrow concepts from the
implementation of the ROSE algebra [28] but generalize these concepts in the sense that we accommodate
realm-based and general spatial objects. We describe our data structures in Section 3 and call this specifica-
tion thediscrete modelof SPAL2D.

2.2 Conceptual Models for Topological Relationships

The conceptual study and determination of topological relationships has been an interdisciplinary research
topic for a long time. Two fundamental approaches have turned out to be the starting point for a number
of extensions and variations; these are the 9-intersection model[17], which is based on point set theory
and point set topology, and theRCC model[11], which is based on spatial logic. Despite rather different
foundations, both approaches come to very similar results.The implementation strategy described in this
article relies heavily on the 9-intersection model. The reason is that we are able to create a direct link
between the concepts of this model and our implementation approach, as we will see later. This enables us
to prove the correctness of our implementation strategy.
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A◦∩B◦ 6= ∅ A◦∩∂B 6= ∅ A◦∩B− 6= ∅

∂A∩B◦ 6= ∅ ∂A∩∂B 6= ∅ ∂A∩B− 6= ∅

A−∩B◦ 6= ∅ A−∩∂B 6= ∅ A−∩B− 6= ∅





Figure 2: The 9-intersection matrix

Based on the 9-intersection model, a complete collection ofmutually exclusive topological relationships
can be determined for each combination of simple and recently also complex spatial data types. The model
is based on the nine possible intersections of the boundary (∂A), the interior (A◦), and the exterior (A−) of
a spatial objectA with the corresponding components of another objectB. Each intersection is tested with
regard to the topologically invariant criteria of non-emptiness. The topological relationship between two
spatial objectsA andB can be expressed by evaluating the 3×3-matrix in Figure 2.

For this matrix, 29 = 512 different configurations are possible from which only a certain subset makes
sense depending on thedefinitionandcombinationof the types of the spatial objects considered. For each
combination of spatial types, this means that each of its predicates is associated with a unique intersection
matrix so that all predicates are mutually exclusive and complete with regard to the topologically invariant
criteria of emptiness and non-emptiness.

Topological relationships have been first investigated forsimple spatial objects and especially for simple
regions [9, 13, 16, 17]. For two simple regions, eight meaningful configurations have been identified which
lead to the well known eight topological predicates calleddisjoint, meet, overlap, equal, inside, contains,
covers, andcoveredBy. A total of 33 topological relationships have been found fortwo simple lines [7, 14,
18]. Topological predicates between simple points are trivial: either two simple points aredisjoint or they
areequal. A simple point can be locatedon one of the endpoints of a simple line,in the interior of a simple
line, or bedisjoint from a simple line. For a simple point and a simple region, we obtain the three predicates
disjoint, meet, andinside. For a simple line and a simple region, 19 topological relationships [19] can be
distinguished.

The two works in [8, 21] are the first but restricted attempts to a definition of topological relationships
on complex spatial objects. In [8] the so-called TRCR (Topological Relationships for Composite Regions)
model only allows sets of disjoint simple regions without holes. Topological relationships between these
composite regions are defined in an ad hoc manner and are not systematically derived from the underlying
model. The work in [21] only considers topological relationships of simple regions with holes; multi-part
regions are not permitted. A main problem of this approach isthat it depends on the number of holes of the
operand objects. In [45] with two precursors in [2] and [44] we have given a thorough, systematic, and com-
plete specification of topological relationships for all combinations of complex spatial data types. Details
about the determination process and prototypical drawingsof spatial scenarios visualizing all topological
relationships can be found in these papers. This approach, which is also based on the 9-intersection model,
is the basis of our implementation. Table 1(b) shows the increase of topological predicates for complex ob-
jects compared to simple objects (Table 1(a)) and underpinsthe need for sophisticated and efficient predicate
execution techniques.

2.3 Implementation Aspects of Topological Predicates

In queries, topological predicates usually appear as filterconditions of spatial selections and spatial joins. At
least two main strategies can be distinguished for their processing. Either we attempt to avoid the execution
of topological predicates since they are expensive predicates and cannot be executed in constant time, or
we design sophisticated implementation methods for them. The latter strategy is always needed while the
former strategy is worthwhile to do.

Avoidance strategies for expensive predicate executions can be leveraged at the algebraic level and at
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simple simple simple
point line region

simple point 2 3 3
simple line 3 33 19

simple region 3 19 8

(a)

complex complex complex
point line region

complex point 5 14 7
complex line 14 82 43

complex region 7 43 33

(b)

Table 1: Numbers of topological predicates between two simple spatial objects (a) and between two complex
spatial objects (b)

the physical level. At the algebraic level, consistency checking procedures examine the collection of topo-
logical relationships contained in a query for topologicalconsistency by employing topological reasoning
techniques [39]. Optimization minimizes the number of computations needed [10] and aims at eliminating
topological relationships that are implied uniquely by composition [20]. At the physical level, several meth-
ods pursue the concept of avoiding unnecessary or repetitive predicate evaluations in query access plans.
Examples of these methods are predicate migration [30], predicate placement [29], disjunctive query op-
timization [5], and approximation-based evaluation [4]. Another important method is the deployment of
spatial index structures [24] to identify those candidate pairs of spatial objects that could possibly fulfil the
predicate of interest. This is done by a filtering test on the basis of minimum bounding rectangles.

At some point, avoidance strategies are of no help anymore, and the application of physical predicate ex-
ecution algorithms is required. So far, there has been no published research on the efficient implementation
of topological predicates, their optimization, and their connection to the underlying theory. All three aspects
are objectives of our work. We leverage the well known plane sweep paradigm [3] and go far beyond our
own initial attempts in [42, 43]. These attempts extend the concept of the eight topological predicates for
two simple regions to a concept and implementation of these eight predicates for complex regions.

The spatial data management and analysis packages mentioned in Section 2.1 like the ESRI ArcSDE,
the Informix Geodetic DataBlade, the Oracle Spatial Cartridge, and DB2’s Spatial Extender offer limited
sets of named topological predicates for simple and complexspatial objects. But their definitions are vague
and their implementations unpublished. The open source JTSTopology Suite [32] conforms to the sim-
ple features specification [33] of the Open GIS Consortium and implements topological predicates through
topology graphs. A topology graph stores topology explicitly and contains labeled nodes and edges corre-
sponding to the endpoints and segments of a spatial object’sgeometry. For each node and edge of a spatial
object, one determines whether it is located in the interior, in the exterior, or on the boundary of another
spatial object. Computing the topology graphs and derivingthe 9-intersection matrix from them require
quadratic time and quadratic space in terms of the nodes and edges of the two operand objects; our solution
requires linearithmic (loglinear) time and linear space.

3 Data Structures

Our approach to the verification (query type 1) as well as the determination (query type 2) of a topological
relationship requires a two-phase algorithm consisting ofthe exploration phaseand theevaluation phase.
Only the exploration phase makes use of the two spatial inputobjects. Each input object can be of type
point2D, line2D, or region2D. In this section, we describe their data structures. Our data structure design
and implementation is part of a new type system (i.e., algebra) for handling two-dimensional spatial data.
In Section 3.1 we give a brief overview of this algebra, explain its main components, and briefly discuss
some main requirements of data structure design in a database context. The following three sections de-
scribe several data structures needed for a topological predicate implementation. Section 3.2 introduces the
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primitive typespoi2D andseg2D. Section 3.3 explains the geometric component data typehalfsegment2D
as the basis of the spatial data type implementation. Finally, the data structures for the spatial data types
point2D, line2D, andregion2D(i.e., their discrete model) are presented in Section 3.4.

3.1 Data Structure Design in the Type System SPAL2D

Our implementation of topological predicates is embedded into the framework of a new type system for
two-dimensional spatial data, calledSpatial Algebra 2D(SPAL2Dfor short). Some major design goals
of this algebra are high-level and general, complex spatialdata types, sophisticated spatial operations and
predicates, numerically stable and topologically consistent algorithms, and usability in a database and query
language context. The algebra consists of four constituents, shown in Figure 3.

A central problem for the design of spatial data types is usually the underlying number system that
usually fails to ensure numerically stable and topologically consistent geometric algorithms. Numerical
stability incorporates the three aspects of correctness, robustness, and efficiency. Correctness means that
the implementation should always yield the right geometricor topological result compared to reality. Ro-
bustness implies that all cases occurring in a geometric operation should be handled correctly. Efficiency
emphasizes the requirement that the possible advantages ofa stable algorithm should not be neutralized by
time-consuming numerical computations. Therefore, at thelowest level, our number system RATIO pro-
vides a numerically stable rational number implementation, which enables exact geometric computation.
The arithmetic RATIO provides a data typerat for rational numbers whose value representations can be of
arbitrary, finite length and are only limited by main memory.This enables exact computation but entails the
price of possibly longer number representations. From an implementation standpoint, the idea is to leverage
existing, fast computer number systems and the operations defined on them.

The next higher level incorporates two-dimensionalrobust geometric primitives(RGP2D) that are based
on RATIO and that implement coordinates as rational numbers. These primitives serve as elementary build-
ing blocks for all higher-level structures and contribute significantly to their behavior, performance, and
robustness. RGP2D offers a primitive data typepoi2D for single points, a data typeseg2Dfor segments, and
a typembb2Dfor minimum bounding boxes together with corresponding operations and predicates. Those
concepts that are needed for our predicate executions are described in Section 3.2.

The third level provides the two-dimensionalgeometric component data types(GCDT2D) face2D,
polygon2D, block2D, andhalfsegment2D. Objects of these types rest on objects from RGP types and rep-
resent the components from which spatial objects at the highest level are constructed. The first three data
types are pure user concepts. Apolygonis a closed areal figure given by its linear boundary representation.
A faceconsists of anouter polygonand possibly one or more edge-disjoint inner polygons called holes; it is
a constituent part of a complex region. Ablock is a finite collection of connected segments and a constituent

G C D T 2 D

S D T 2 D
S P A L 2 D

R G P 2 D

R A T I O

Figure 3: Architecture of theSpatial Algebra 2D(SPAL2D)
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part of a complex line. The fourth data type is exclusively animplementation concept. For the exploration
phase, we are only interested in this concept; we describe halfsegments in Section 3.3.

The highest level SDT2D offers the threecomplex spatial data types point2D, line2D, andregion2D(see
Section 2.1 for their intuitive description and [45] for their formal definition in the abstract model) together
with a comprehensive collection of spatial operations and predicates. For the construction of complex spatial
objects, SDT2D utilizes the three geometric component datatypesface2D, polygon2D, andblock2D. The
internal representation of complex spatial objects is based on the typespoi2D andhalfsegment2D. Since it
is of particular interest for our predicate implementation, it is described in Section 3.4.

Since our goal is to plug our spatial algebra into a database system, the design and implementation of
data structures is subject to other criteria than in other application contexts. In a database context, data
structure design has to satisfy special requirements. A first aspect is that algorithms for different operations
processing the same kind of data usually prefer different internal data representations in order to be as
efficient as possible. In contrast to traditional work on algorithms, the focus here is not on finding the
most efficient algorithm for each single problem (operation) together with a corresponding sophisticated
data structure, but rather on considering the algebra as a whole and on reconciling the various requirements
posed by different algorithms within a single data structure for each data type. Otherwise, the consequence
would be considerable conversion costs between different data structures in main memory for the same
data type. A second aspect is that the intended use in a database system implies that representations for
data types should not employ pointer data structures in mainmemory but be embedded into compact storage
areas (arrays), which can be efficiently transferred between main memory and disk. This avoids unnecessary
and high costs for packing main memory data and unpacking external data.

In the following sections, we (only) introduce those data types and operations from RGP2D, GCDT2D,
and SDT2D that are needed for the implementation of topological predicates.

3.2 Robust Geometric Primitive Types

All objects of robust geometric primitive types are stored in records. The typepoi2D incorporates all single,
two-dimensional points we can represent on the basis of our rational number system RATIO. That is, this
type is defined as

poi2D= {(x,y) |x,y ∈ rat}∪{ε}

The valueε representsthe empty objectand is an element ofall data types. The empty object is needed
to represent the case that an operation yields an “empty” result. Consider the case of a primitive operation
that computes the intersection of two segments in a point. Ifboth segments do not intersect at all or they
intersect in a common segment, the result is empty and has to be represented.

Given two pointsp,q ∈ poi2D, we assume a predicate “=” (p = q ⇔ p.x = q.x ∧ p.y = q.y) and the
lexicographic order relation “<” ( p < q⇔ p.x < q.x ∨ (p.x = q.x ∧ p.y < q.y)).

The typeseg2Dincludes all straight segments bounded by two endpoints. That is

seg2D= {(p,q) | p,q ∈ poi2D, p < q}∪{ε}

The order defined on the endpoints normalizes segments and provides for a unique representation. This
enables us to speak of aleft end pointand aright end pointof a segment.

The predicateson, in : poi2D× seg2D→ bool check whether a point is located on a segment including
and excluding its endpoints respectively. The predicatespoiIntersect,segIntersect: seg2D×seg2D→ bool
test whether two segments intersect in a point or a segment respectively. The predicatescollinear, equal,
disjoint, meet: seg2D× seg2D→ bool determine whether two segments lie on the same infinite line,are
identical, do not share any point, and touch each other in exactly one common endpoint respectively. The
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function len : seg2D→ real computes the length of a segment. The typereal is our own approximation type
for the real numbers and implemented on the basis of typerat. The operationpoiIntersection: seg2D×
seg2D→ poi2D returns the intersection point of two segments.

The typembb2Dcomprises all minimum bounding boxes, i.e., axis-parallelrectangles. It is defined as

mbb2D= {(p,q) | p,q ∈ poi, p.x < q.x, p.y < q.y}∪{ε}

Here, the predicatedisjoint : mbb2D×mbb2D→ bool checks whether two minimum bounding boxes
are disjoint; otherwise, they interfere with each other.

3.3 The Geometric Component Data Typehalfsegment2D

Halfsegments are the basic implementation components of objects of the spatial data typesline2D and
region2D. A halfsegment, which is stored in a record, is a hybrid between a point and segment. That is, it
has features of both geometric structures; each feature canbe inquired on demand. We define the set of all
halfsegments as the component data type

halfsegment2D= {(s,d) |s∈ seg2D−{ε}, d ∈ bool}

For a halfsegmenth = (s,d), the Boolean flagd emphasizes one of the segment’s end points, which is
called thedominating pointof h. If d = true (d = false), the left (right) end point ofs is the dominating
point of h, andh is calledleft (right) halfsegment. Hence, each segments is mapped to two halfsegments
(s, true) and(s, false). Let dp be the function which yields the dominating point of a halfsegment.

The representation ofline2D and region2D objects requires an order relation on halfsegments. For
two distinct halfsegmentsh1 and h2 with a common end pointp, let α be the enclosed angle such that
0◦ < α ≤ 180◦. Let a predicaterot be defined as follows:rot(h1,h2) is true if, and only if, h1 can be rotated
aroundp throughα to overlaph2 in counterclockwise direction. This enables us now to definea complete
order on halfsegments. For two halfsegmentsh1 = (s1,d1) andh2 = (s2,d2) we obtain:

h1 < h2 ⇔ dp(h1) < dp(h2) ∨ (1)
(dp(h1) = dp(h2) ∧ ((¬d1 ∧ d2) ∨ (2a)

(d1 = d2 ∧ rot(h1,h2)) ∨ (2b)
(d1 = d2 ∧ collinear(s1,s2) ∧ len(s1) < len(s2)))) (3)

Examples of the order relation on halfsegments are given in Figure 4. Case 1 is exclusively based on
the(x,y)-lexicographical order on dominating points. In the other cases the dominating points ofh1 andh2

coincide. Case 2a deals with the situation thath1 is a right halfsegment andh2 is a left halfsegment. Case 2b
handles the situation thath1 andh2 are either both left halfsegments or both right halfsegments so that the
angle criterion is applied. Finally, case 3 treats the situation thath1 andh2 are collinear. Two halfsegments
h1 = (s1,d1) andh2 = (s2,d2) are equal if, and only if,s1 = s2 andd1 = d2.

We will also need an order relation between a pointv∈ poi2D and a halfsegmenth∈ halfsegment2D.
We definev < h⇔ v < dp(h) andv = h⇔ v = dp(h). This shows the hybrid nature of halfsegments having
point and segment features.

3.4 Spatial Data Types

The general, internal representation structure forpoint2D, line2D, and region2D objects of the discrete
model is that of aninformation partof fixed length, followed by anordered sequence of elementsof vari-
able length. Information part and sequence are stored in a compact storage area, i.e., an array. Depending
on the type, the representations differ in the kind of elements and in the contents of the information parts.
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Figure 4: Examples of the order relation on halfsegments:h1 < h2

The element type ispoi2D for point2D objects,halfsegment2Dfor line2D objects, andattributed halfseg-
ments(see below) forregion2Dobjects. Ordered sequences are selected as representationstructures, since
they directly and efficiently support parallel traversals (Section 4.1) and the plane sweep paradigm (see
Section 4.3). The information part keeps the number of points for point2Dobjects, the number of halfseg-
ments, the total length of all segments, etc. forline2D objects, and the number of halfsegments, the area,
the perimeter, etc. forregion2Dobjects. In general, the information part contains information that can be
easily computed during the construction of a spatial object. Corresponding operations can later benefit from
this information and answer in constant (instead of linear)time. In our context, the information part is not
needed so that we neglect it in the following. Another simplification relates to the sequence structure of
line2Dandregion2Dobjects. The sequence structures also support the block components of aline2Dobject
and the face components of aregion2Dobject. For this purpose, halfsegments belonging to the same block
as well as attributed halfsegments belonging to the same face are linked with each other in the halfsegment
sequence by array indices. We will also neglect this aspect,since we do not need block and face components.

We now have a closer look at the type definitions. LetN0 := N∪{0}. The spatial data typepoint2D is
defined as

point2D= {〈p1, . . . , pn〉 |n∈ N0,∀1≤ i ≤ n : pi ∈ poi2D−{ε},∀1≤ i < n : pi < pi+1}

Sincen = 0 is allowed, the empty sequence〈〉 represents the emptypoint2Dobject.
The spatial data typeline2D is defined as

line2D= {〈h1, . . . ,h2n〉 | (i) n∈ N0

(ii) ∀1≤ i ≤ 2n : hi ∈ halfsegment2D
(iii) ∀hi = (si ,di) ∈ {h1, . . . ,h2n} ∃h j = (sj ,d j) ∈ {h1, . . . ,h2n},

1≤ i < j ≤ 2n : equal(si ,sj) ∧ di = ¬d j

(iv) ∀1≤ i < 2n : hi < hi+1

(v) ∀hi = (si ,di),h j = (sj ,d j) ∈ {h1, . . . ,h2n}, i 6= j : equal(si ,sj) ∨
disjoint(si ,sj) ∨ meet(si ,sj)}

The valuen is equal to the number of segments of aline2Dobject. Since each segment is represented by
a left and a right halfsegment (condition (iii)), aline2D object has 2n halfsegments. Sincen = 0 is allowed
(condition (i)), the empty sequence〈〉 represents the emptyline2D object. Condition (iv) expresses that
a line2D object is given as anordered halfsegment sequence. Condition (v) requires that the segments of
two distinct halfsegments are either equal (this only holdsfor the left and right halfsegments of a segment),
disjoint, or meet.
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Figure 5: Aline2D objectL and aregion2DobjectR

The internal representation ofregion2Dobjects is similar to that ofline2D objects. But for each half-
segment, we also need the information whether the interior of the region is above/left or below/right of it.
We denote such a halfsegment asattributed halfsegment. Each element of the sequence consists of a half-
segment that is augmented by a Boolean flagia (for “interior above”). If ia = true holds, the interior of the
region is above or, for vertical segments, left of the segment. The spatial data typeregion2Dis defined as

region2D= {〈(h1, ia1), . . . ,(h2n, ia2n)〉 | (i) n∈ N0

(ii) ∀1≤ i ≤ 2n : hi ∈ halfsegment2D, iai ∈ bool
(iii) ∀hi = (si ,di) ∈ {h1, . . . ,h2n}

∃h j = (sj ,d j) ∈ {h1, . . . ,h2n},1≤ i < j ≤ 2n :
si = sj ∧ di = ¬d j ∧ iai = ia j

(iv) ∀1≤ i < 2n : hi < hi+1

(v) “additional topological constraints”}

Condition (v) refers to the additional topological constraints that all faces must be edge-disjoint from
each other and that for each face its holes must be located inside its outer polygon, be edge-disjoint to the
outer polygon, and be edge-disjoint among each other. Theseconstraints are checked during the construction
of a region2Dobject. We mention them for reasons of completeness and assume their satisfaction.

As an example, Figure 5 shows aline2D objectL (with two blocks) and aregion2DobjectR (with a
single face containing a hole). Both objects are annotated with segment namessi . We now determine the
halfsegment sequences ofL andR and lethl

i = (si , true) andhr
i = (si , false) denote the left halfsegment and

right halfsegment of a segmentsi respectively. ForL we obtain the ordered halfsegment sequence

L = 〈hl
4,h

l
1,h

r
4,h

l
5,h

l
7,h

r
1,h

l
2,h

r
7,h

l
8,h

r
5,h

l
6,h

r
8,h

r
6,h

l
9,h

r
2,h

l
3,h

r
9,h

r
3〉

For Rwe obtain the following ordered sequence of attributed halfsegments (t ≡ true, f ≡ false):

R= 〈(hl
1, t),(h

l
2, f ),(hl

3, f ),(hl
4, t),(h

r
4, t),(h

l
5, t),(h

r
2, f ),(hl

6, f ),(hr
5, t),(h

r
3, f ),(hr

6, f ),(hr
1, t)〉

Since inserting a halfsegment at an arbitrary position needs O(n) time, in our implementation we use
an AVL-tree embedded into an array whose elements are linkedin halfsegment order. An insertion then
requiresO(logn) time.

If we take into account that the segments of aline2D object as well as the segments of aregion2D
object are not allowed to intersect each other or touch each other in their interiors according to their type
specifications, the definition of the order relation on halfsegments (Section 3.3) seems to be too intricate.
If, in Figure 4, we take away all subcases of case 1 except for the upper left subcase as well as case 3, the
restricted order relation can already be leveraged for complex lines and complex regions. In case that all
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spatial objects of an application space are defined over the samerealm1 [26, 41], the restricted order relation
can also be applied for a parallel traversal of the sequencesof two (or more)realm-based line2Dor region2D
objects. But only in the general case of intersecting spatial objects, the full order relation on halfsegments
is needed for a parallel traversal of the objects’ halfsegment sequences.

4 Basic Algorithmic Concepts

In this section, we describe three algorithmic concepts that serve as the foundation of theexploration al-
gorithms in Section 5. These concepts are theparallel object traversal(Section 4.1),overlap numbers
(Section 4.2), and theplane sweepparadigm (Section 4.3). Parallel object traversal and overlap numbers
are employed during a plane sweep. We will not describe theseconcepts in full detail here, since they are
well known methods in Computational Geometry [3] and spatial databases [28]. Instead, we will focus on
the specialties of these concepts in our setting. This includes a smoothly integrated handling of general and
realm-based spatial objects. An objective of this section is also to introduce a number of auxiliary operations
and predicates that make the description of the explorationalgorithms later much more comprehensible.

4.1 Parallel Object Traversal

For a plane sweep, the representation elements (points or segments) of the spatial operand objects have
usually to be merged together and sorted afterwards according to some order relation (e.g., the order on
x-coordinates). This initial merging and sorting is rather expensive and requiresO(nlogn) time, if n is the
number of representation elements of both operand objects.Our approach avoids this initial sorting, since
the representation elements ofpoint2D, line2D, andregion2D objects are already stored in the order we
need (point order or halfsegment order). We also do not have to merge the object representations, since we
can deploy aparallel object traversalthat allows us to traverse the point or halfsegment sequences of both
operand objects in parallel. Hence, by employing a cursor onboth sequences, it is sufficient to check the
point or halfsegment at the current cursor positions of bothsequences and to take the lower one with respect
to the point order or halfsegment order for further computation.

If the operand objects have already been intersected with each other, like in the realm case [26], the
parallel object traversal has only to operate on twostaticpoint or halfsegment sequences. But in the general
case, intersections between both objects can exist and are detected during the plane sweep. A purely static
sequence structure is insufficient in this case, since detected intersections have to be stored and handled
later during the plane sweep. In order to avoid a change of theoriginal object representations, which would
be very expensive and only temporarily needed, each object is associated with an additional and temporary
dynamicsequence, which stores newly detected points or halfsegments of interest. Hence, our parallel object
traversal has to handle a static and a dynamic sequence part for each operand object and thus four instead
of two point or halfsegment sequences. It returns the smallest point or halfsegment from the four current
cursor positions. We will give an example of the parallel object traversal when we discuss our plane sweep
approach (Section 4.3).

To simplify the description of this parallel scan, two operations are provided. LetO1 ∈ α andO2 ∈ β
with α,β ∈ {point2D, line2D, region2D}. The operationselectfirst(O1, O2, object, status) selects the first
point or halfsegment of each of the operand objectsO1 andO2 and positions a logical pointer on both of
them. The parameterobjectwith a possible value out of the set{none, first, second, both} indicates which
of the two object representations contains the smaller point or halfsegment. If the value ofobjectis none, no

1A realmprovides a discrete geometric basis for the construction ofspatial objects and consists of a finite set of points andnon-
intersectingsegments, calledrealm objects. That is, a segment inserted into the realm is intersected and split according to a special
strategy with all realm objects. All spatial objects like complex points, complex lines, and complex regions are then defined in
terms of these realm objects. Hence, all spatial objects defined over the same realm become aquainted with each other beforehand.
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point or halfsegment is selected, sinceO1 andO2 are empty. If the value isfirst (second), the smaller point
or halfsegment belongs toO1 (O2). If it is both, the first point or halfsegment ofO1 andO2 are identical. The
parameterstatuswith a possible value out of the set{end of none, end of first, end of second, end of both}
describes the state of both object representations. If the value ofstatusis end of none, both objects still have
points or halfsegments. If it isend of first (end of second), O1 (O2) is exhausted. If it isend of both, both
object representations are exhausted.

The operationselectnext(O1, O2, object, status), which has the same parameters asselectfirst, searches
for the next smallest point or halfsegment ofO1 and O2. Two points (halfsegments) are compared with
respect to the lexicographic (halfsegment) order. For the comparison between a point and a halfsegment, the
dominating point of the halfsegment and hence the lexicographic order is used (see Section 3.3). If before
this operationobjectwas equal toboth, selectnextmoves forward the logical pointers of both sequences;
otherwise, ifobjectwas equal tofirst (second), it only moves forward the logical pointer of the first (second)
sequence. In contrast to the first operation, which only has to consider the static sequence part of an object,
this operation also has to check the dynamic sequence part ofeach object. Both operations together allow
one to scan in linear time two object representations like one ordered sequence.

4.2 Overlap Numbers

The concept ofoverlap numbersis exclusively needed for the computation of the topological relationships
between tworegion2Dobjects. The reason is that we have to find out the degree of overlapping of region
parts. Overlap numbers serve as part of the “interface” between the discrete and abstract specifications of
complex regions. For a complex regionF , we have to distinguish its discrete specificationFd as a sequence
of attributed halfsegments and its abstract specificationFa as an infinite point set. In the abstract model, a
point in the plane has overlap numberk if k regions contain this point. For two regionsFa andGa, a point
p obtains the overlap number 2, if, and only if,p∈ Fa andp∈ Ga. It obtains the overlap number 1, if, and
only if, either p∈ Fa andp∈ G−

a , or p∈ F−
a andp∈ Ga. Otherwise, its overlap number is 0. In the discrete

model, where we cannot explicitly represent infinite point sets, we employ finite boundary representations,
i.e., attributed halfsegments. Since a segmentsh of an attributed halfsegment(h, iah) = ((sh,dh), iah) of a
regionFd separates space into two parts, an interior and an exterior one, during a plane sweep each such
segment is associated with asegment classwhich is a pair(m/n) of overlap numbers, a lower (or right)
onem and an upper (or left) onen (m,n∈ N0). The lower (upper) overlap number indicates the number of
overlappingregion2Dobjects below (above) the segment. In this way, we obtain asegment classificationof
two region2Dobjects and speak about(m/n)-segments. Obviously, 0≤ m,n≤ 2 holds. Of the nine possible
combinations only seven describe valid segment classes. This is because a(0/0)-segment contradicts the
definition of a complexregion2Dobject, since then at least one of both regions would have twoholes or an
outer cycle and a hole with a common border segment. Similarly, (2/2)-segments cannot exist, since then
at least one of the two regions would have a segment which is common to two outer cycles of the object.
Hence, possible(m/n)-segments are(0/1)-, (0/2)-, (1/0)-, (1/1)-, (1/2)-, (2/0)-, and(2/1)-segments.
Figure 6 gives an example.
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Figure 6: Example of the segment classification of tworegion2Dobjects
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4.3 Plane Sweep

The plane sweep technique [3, 38] is a well known algorithmicscheme in Computational Geometry. Its
central idea is to reduce a two-dimensional geometric problem to a simpler one-dimensional geometric
problem. A verticalsweep linetraversing the plane from left to right stops at specialevent pointswhich are
stored in a queue calledevent point schedule. The event point schedule must allow one to insert new event
points discovered during processing; these are normally the initially unknown intersections of line segments.
The state of the intersection of the sweep line with the geometric structure being swept at the current sweep
line position is recorded in vertical order in a data structure calledsweep line status. Whenever the sweep
line reaches an event point, the sweep line status is updated. Event points which are passed by the sweep
line are removed from the event point schedule. Note that, ingeneral, an efficient and fully dynamic data
structure is needed to represent the event point schedule and that, in many plane-sweep algorithms, an initial
sorting step is needed to produce the sequence of event points in (x,y)-lexicographical order.

In our case, the event points are either the points of the static point sequences ofpoint2Dobjects or the
(attributed) halfsegments of the static halfsegment sequences ofline2D (region2D) objects. This especially
holds and is sufficient for the realm case. In addition, in thegeneral case, new event points are determined
during the plane sweep as intersections of line segments; they are stored as points or halfsegments in the
dynamic sequence parts of the operand objects and are neededonly temporarily for the plane sweep. As
we have seen in Section 4.1, the concepts of point order, halfsegment order, and parallel object traversal
avoid an expensive initial sorting at the beginning of the plane sweep. We use the operationget eventto
provide the element to which the logical pointer of a point orhalfsegment sequence is currently pointing.
The Boolean predicatelook aheadtests whether the dominating points of a given halfsegment and the next
halfsegment after the logical pointer of a given halfsegment sequence are equal.

Several operations are needed for managing the sweep line status. The operationnew sweepcreates
a new, empty sweep line status. If a left (right) halfsegmentof a line2D or region2D object is reached
during a plane-sweep, the operationadd left (del right) stores (removes) its segment component into (from)
the segment sequence of the sweep line status. The predicatecoincidentchecks whether the just inserted
segment partially coincides with a segment of the other object in the sweep line status. The operationset attr
(get attr) sets (gets) an attribute for (from) a segment in the sweep line status. This attribute can be either a
Boolean value indicating whether the interior of the regionis above the segment or not (the “Interior Above”
flag), or it can be an assigned segment classification. The operation get pred attr yields the attribute from
the predecessor of a segment in the sweep line status. The operation pred exists(commonpoint exists)
checks whether for a segment in the sweep line status a predecessor according to the verticaly-order (a
neighbored segment of theotherobject with a common end point) exists. The operationpred of p searches
the nearest segment below a given point in the sweep line status. The predicatecurrent existstests whether
such a segment exists. The predicatepoi on seg(poi in seg) checks whether a given point lieson (in) any
segment of the sweep line status.

Intersections of line segments stemming from twolines2Dobjects, tworegion2Dobjects, or aline2D
object and aregion2Dobject are of special interest, since they indicate topological changes. If two segments
of two line2D objects intersect, this can, e.g., indicate a proper intersection, or a meeting situation between
both segments, or an overlapping of both segments. If a segment of a line2D object intersects a segment
of a region2Dobject, the former segment can, e.g., “enter” the region, “leave” the region, or overlap with
the latter segment. Overlap numbers can be employed here to determine entering and leaving situations. If
segments of tworegion2Dobjects intersect, this can, e.g., indicate that they sharea common area and/or a
common boundary. In this case, intersecting line segments have especially an effect on the overlap numbers
of the segments of bothregion2Dobjects. In Section 4.2 we have tacitly assumed that any two segments
from both region2D objects are either disjoint, or equal, or meet solely in a common end point. Only if
these topological constraints are satisfied, we can use the concepts of overlap numbers and segment classes
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for a plane sweep. But the general case in particular allows intersections. Figure 7 shows the problem of
segment classes for two intersecting segments. The segmentclass ofs1 [s2] left of the intersection point is
(0/1) [(1/2)]. The segment class ofs1 [s2] right of the intersection point is(1/2) [(0/1)]. That is, after the
intersection point, seen from left to right,s1 ands2 exchange their segment classes. The reason is that the
topology of both segments changes. Whereas, to the left of the intersection,s1 (s2) is outside (inside) the
region to whichs2 (s1) belongs, to the right of the intersection,s1 (s2) is inside (outside) the region to which
s2 (s1) belongs.

s 1 0 0
1 1

2

s 2

2

Figure 7: Changing overlap numbers after an intersection.

In order to be able to make the needed topological detectionsand to enable the use of overlap numbers
for two general regions, in case that two segments from two different regions intersect, partially coincide,
or touch each other within the interior of a segment, we pursue a splitting strategy that is executed during
the plane sweep “on the fly”. If segments intersect, they are temporarily split at their common intersection
point so that each of them is replaced by two segments (i.e., four halfsegments) (Figure 8a). If two seg-
ments partially coincide, they are split each time the endpoint of one segment lies inside the interior of the
other segment. Depending on the topological situations, which can be described by Allen’s thirteen basic
relations on intervals [1], each of the two segments either remains unchanged or is replaced by up to three
segments (i.e., six halfsegments). From the thirteen possible relations, eight relations (four pairs of symmet-
ric relations) are of interest here (Figure 8b). If an endpoint of one segment touches the interior of the other
segment, the latter segment is split and replaced by two segments (i.e., four halfsegments) (Figure 8c).

This splitting strategy is numerically stable and thus feasible from an implementation standpoint, since
RATIO ensures correctness, numerical robustness, and hence topological consistency of intersection opera-
tions. Intersecting and touching points can beexactlycomputed, lead to representable points with rational
coordinates provided by RATIO, and are thus precisely located on the intersecting or touching segments.

However, as indicated before, the splitting of segments entails some algorithmic effort. On the one
hand, we want to keep the halfsegment sequences of theline2D and region2D objects unchanged, since
their update is expensive and only temporarily needed for the plane sweep. On the other hand, the splitting
of halfsegments has an effect on these sequences. As a compromise, for eachline2D or region2Dobject,
we maintain its “static” representation, and the halfsegments obtained by the splitting process are stored in
an additional “dynamic” halfsegment sequence. The dynamicpart is also organized as an AVL tree which
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Figure 8: Splitting of two intersecting segments (a), two partially coinciding segments (without symmetric
counterparts) (b), and a segment whose interior is touched by another segment (c). Digits indicate part
numbers of segments after splitting.
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Figure 9: Sweep line status before the splitting (s4 to be inserted) (a) and after the splitting (b). The vertical
dashed line indicates the current position of the sweep line.

is embedded in an array and whose elements are linked in sequence order. Assuming thatk splitting points
are detected during the plane sweep, we needO(k) additional space, and to insert them requiresO(k logk)
time. After the plane sweep, this additional space is released.

To illustrate the splitting process in more detail, we consider tworegion2DobjectsR1 andR2. In general,
we have to deal with the three cases in Figure 8. We first consider the case that the plane sweep detects an
intersection. This leads to a situation like in Figure 9a. The two static and the two dynamic halfsegment
sequences ofR1 andR2 are shown in Table 2. Together they form theevent point scheduleof the plane sweep
and are processed by a parallel object traversal. Before thecurrent position of the sweep line (indicated
by the vertical dashed line in Figure 9), the parallel objecttraversal has already processed the attributed
halfsegments(hl

s1
, t), (hl

s2
, f ), (hl

v1
, t), and(hl

v2
, f ) in this order. At the current position of the sweep line,

the parallel object traversal encounters the halfsegments(hl
s3
, t) and (hl

s4
, f ). For each left halfsegment

visited, the corresponding segment is inserted into the sweep line status according to they-coordinate of its
dominating point and checked for intersections with its direct upper and lower neighbors. In our example,
the insertion ofs4 leads to an intersection with its upper neighborv1. This requiressegment splitting; we split
v1 into the two segmentsv1,1 andv1,2 ands4 into the two segmentss4,1 ands4,2. In the sweep line status, we
have to replacev1 by v1,1 ands4 by s4,1 (Figure 9b). The new halfsegments(hr

s4,1
, f ), (hl

s4,2
, f ), and(hr

s4,2
, f )

are inserted into the dynamic halfsegment sequence ofR1. Into the dynamic halfsegment sequence ofR2,
we insert the halfsegments(hr

v1,1
, t), (hl

v1,2
, t), and(hr

v1,2
, t). We need not store the two halfsegments(hl

s4,1
, f )

and(hl
v1,1

, t) since they refer to the “past” and have already been processed.
On purpose we have accepted a little inconsistency in this procedure, which can fortunately be easily

controlled. Since, for the duration of the plane sweep,s4 (v1) has been replaced bys4,1 (v1,1) ands4,2 (v1,2),
the problem is that the static sequence part ofR1 (R2) still includes the now invalid halfsegment(hr

s4
, f )

((hr
v1

, t)), which we may not delete (see Figure 9b). However, this is not a problem due to the following
observation. If we find a right halfsegment in the dynamic sequence part of aregion2Dobject, we know that
it stems from splitting a longer, collinear, right halfsegment that is stored in the static sequence part of this
object, has the same right end point, and has to be skipped during the parallel object traversal.

R1 dynamicsequence part (hr
s4,1

, f ) (hl
s4,2

, f ) (hr
s4,2

, f )

R1 staticsequence part (hl
s1
, t) (hl

s2
, f ) (hl

s3
, t) (hl

s4
, f ) (hr

s3
, t)

(hr
s2
, f ) (hr

s4
, f ) (hl

s5
, f ) (hr

s5
, f ) (hr

s1
, t)

R2 staticsequence part (hl
v1

, t) (hl
v2

, f ) (hr
v2

, f ) (hl
v3

, f ) (hr
v3

, f )
(hr

v1
, t)

R2 dynamicsequence part (hr
v1,1

, t) (hl
v1,2

, t) (hr
v1,2

, t)

Table 2: Static and dynamic halfsegment sequences of the regionsR1 andR2 in Figure 9.
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For the second and third case in Figure 8, the procedure is thesame but more splits can occur. In case of
overlapping, collinear segments, we obtain up to six new halfsegments. In case of a touching situation, the
segment whose interior is touched is split. In all cases considered, each right halfsegment of a split segment
contained in the static sequence part gets a new counterpartin the dynamic sequence part pointing to it.

5 The Exploration Phase for Collecting Topological Information

For a given scene of two spatial objects, the goal of the exploration phase is to discover appropriate topo-
logical information that is characteristic and unique for this scene and that is suitable both for verification
queries (query type 1) and determination queries (query type 2). Our approach is to scan such a scene from
left to right by a plane sweep and to collect topological dataduring this traversal that later in the evaluation
phase helps us confirm, deny, or derive the topological relationship between both objects. From both phases,
the exploration phase is the computationally expensive onesince topological information has to be explicitly
derived by geometric computation.

Our research shows that it is unfavorable to aim at designingauniversalexploration algorithm that cov-
ers all combinations of spatial data types. This has three main reasons. First, each of the data typespoint2D,
line2D, andregion2Dhas very type-specific, well known properties that are different from each other (like
different dimensionality). Second, for each combination of spatial data types, the topological information
we have to collect is very specific and especially different from all other type combinations. Third, the
topological information we collect about each spatial datatype is different in different type combinations.

Therefore, using the basic algorithmic concepts of Section4, in this section, we present exploration
algorithms for all combinations of complex spatial data types. Between two objects of typespoint2D,
line2D, or region2D, we have to distinguish six different cases, if we assume that the first operand has an
equal or lower dimension than the second operand2. All algorithms except for thepoint2D/point2D case
require the plane sweep technique. Depending on the types ofspatial objects involved, a boolean vectorvF

consisting of a special set of “topological flags” is assigned toeachobjectF. We call it atopological feature
vector. Its flags are all initialized tofalse. Once certain topological information about an object has been
discovered, the corresponding flag of its topological feature vector is set totrue. For all type combinations,
we aim at minimizing the number of topological flags of both spatial argument objects. In symmetric cases,
only the first object gets the flag. The topological feature vectors are later used in the evaluation phase for
predicate matching. Hence, the selection of topological flags is highly motivated by the requirements of the
evaluation phase (Section 6, [37]).

Let P(F) be thesetof all points of apoint2DobjectF , H(F) be thesetof all (attributed) halfsegments
[including those resulting from our splitting strategy] ofa line2D (region2D) objectF , andB(F) be the set
of all boundary points of aline2D objectF. For f ∈ H(F), let f .s denote its segment component, and, ifF
is a region2Dobject, letf .ia denote its attribute component. The definitions in the next subsections make
use of the operations on robust geometric primitives (Section 3.2) and halfsegments (Section 3.3).

5.1 The Exploration Algorithm for the point2D/point2D Case

The first and simplest case considers the exploration of topological information for twopoint2D objectsF
andG. Here, the topological facts of interest are whether (i) both objects have a point in common and (ii)F
(G) contains a point that is not part ofG (F). Hence, both topological feature vectorsvF andvG get the flag
poi disjoint. But only vF in addition gets the flagpoi sharedsince the sharing of a point is symmetric. We
obtain (the symbol “:⇔” means “equivalent by definition”):

2If, in the determination query case, a predicatep(A,B) has to be processed, for which the dimension of objectA is higher than
the dimension of objectB, we process the converse predicatepconv(B,A) wherepconvhas the transpose of the 9-intersection matrix
(see Figure 2) ofp.
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01algorithm ExplorePoint2DPoint2D
02 input : point2DobjectsF andG, topological feature
03 vectorsvF andvG initialized with false
04output: updated vectorsvF andvG
05begin
06 selectfirst(F , G, object, status);
07 while status= end of noneand not (vF [poi disjoint]
08 and vG[poi disjoint] and vF [poi shared]) do
09 if object= first then vF [poi disjoint] := true
10 else ifobject= secondthen vG[poi disjoint] := true

11 else/* object= both*/
12 vF [poi shared] := true;
13 endif
14 selectnext(F , G, object, status);
15 endwhile;
16 if status= end of first then vG[poi disjoint] := true
17 else ifstatus= end of secondthen
18 vF [poi disjoint] := true
19 endif
20 endExplorePoint2DPoint2D.

Figure 10: Algorithm for computing the topological featurevectors for twopoint2Dobjects

Definition 1 Let F,G∈ point2D, and letvF andvG be their topological feature vectors. Then

(i) vF [poi shared] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ P(F) ∃g∈ P(G) : f = g
(ii) vF [poi disjoint] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ P(F) ∀g∈ P(G) : f 6= g
(iii) vG[poi disjoint] :⇔ ∃g∈ P(G) ∀ f ∈ P(F) : f 6= g

For the computation of the topological feature vectors, a plane sweep is not needed in this case; a parallel
traversal suffices, as the algorithm in Figure 10 shows. The while-loop terminates if either the end of one of
the objects has been reached or all topological flags have been set totrue (lines 7 and 8). In the worst case,
the loop has to be traversedl + m times wherel (m) is the number of points of the first (second)point2D
object. Since the body of the while-loop requires constant time, the overall time complexity isO(l +m).

5.2 The Exploration Algorithm for the point2D/line2D Case

In case of apoint2D objectF and aline2D objectG, at the lowest level of detail, we are interested in the
possible relative positions between the individual pointsof F and the halfsegments ofG. This requires a
precise understanding of the definition of the boundary of aline2D object, as it has been given in [45]. It
follows from this definition that each boundary point ofG is an endpoint of a (half)segment ofG and that
this does not necessarily hold vice versa, as Figure 11(a) indicates. The black segment endpoints belong to
the boundary ofG, since exactly one segment emanates from each of them. Intuitively, they “bound”G. In
contrast, the grey segment endpoints belong to the interiorof G, since several segments emanate from each
of them. Intuitively, they are “connector points” between different segments ofG.

The following argumentation leads to the needed topological flags forF andG. Seen from the perspec-
tive of F, we can distinguish three cases, since the boundary ofF is empty [45] and the interior ofF can
interact with the exterior, interior, or boundary ofG. First, (the interior of) a pointf of F can be disjoint
from G (flag poi disjoint). Second, a pointf can lie in the interior of a segment ofG (flag poi on interior).

G G
F

G
F

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Boundary points (in black) and connector points (in grey) of aline2D object (a), a scenario
where a boundary point of aline2D object exists that is unequal to all points of apoint2D object (b), a
scenario where this is not the case (c).
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01algorithm ExplorePoint2DLine2D
02 input : point2DobjectF andline2D objectG,
03 topological feature vectorsvF andvG
04 initialized withfalse
05output: updated vectorsvF andvG
06begin
07 S:= new sweep(); last dp := ε;
08 selectfirst(F , G, object, status);
09 while status6= end of secondand status6= end of bothand
10 not (vF [poi disjoint] and vF [poi on interior] and
11 vF [poi on bound] and vG[boundpoi disjoint]) do
12 if object= first then p := get event(F);
13 if poi in seg(S, p) then vF [poi on interior] := true
14 elsevF [poi disjoint] := true endif
15 else ifobject= secondthen
16 h := get event(G); /* h = (s,d) */
17 if d then add left(S, s) elsedel right(S, s) endif;
18 if dp(h) 6= last dp then last dp := dp(h);

19 if not look ahead(h,G) then
20 vG[boundpoi disjoint] := true
21 endif
22 endif
23 else/* object= both*/
24 h := get event(G); /* h = (s,d) */
25 if d then add left(S, s) elsedel right(S, s) endif;
26 last dp := dp(h);
27 if look ahead(h,G) then
28 vF [poi on interior] := true
29 elsevF [poi on bound] := true endif
30 endif
31 selectnext(F , G, object, status);
32 endwhile;
33 if status= endof secondthen
34 vF [poi disjoint] := true
35 endif
36endExplorePoint2DLine2D.

Figure 12: Algorithm for computing the topological featurevectors for apoint2Dobject and aline2Dobject

This includes an endpoint of such a segment, if the endpoint is a connector point ofG. Third, a point f can
be equal to a boundary point ofG (flag poi on bound). Seen from the perspective ofG, we can distinguish
four cases, since the boundary and the interior ofG can interact with the interior and exterior ofF. First,
G can contain a boundary point that is unequal to all points inF (flag boundpoi disjoint). Second,G can
have a boundary point that is equal to a point inF . But the flagpoi on boundalready takes care of this
situation. Third, the interior of a segment ofG (including connector points) can comprehend a point ofF.
This situation is already covered by the flagpoi on interior. Fourth, the interior of a segment ofG can be
part of the exterior ofF. This is always true since a segment ofG represents an infinite point set that cannot
be covered by the finite number of points inF. Hence, we need not handle this as a special situation. More
formally, we define the semantics of the topological flags as follows:

Definition 2 Let F ∈ point2D, G∈ line2D, andvF andvG be their topological feature vectors. Then

(i) vF [poi disjoint] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ P(F) ∀g∈ H(G) : ¬on( f ,g.s)
(ii) vF [poi on interior] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ P(F) ∃g∈ H(G) ∀b∈ B(G) : on( f ,g.s) ∧ f 6= b
(iii) vF [poi on bound] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ P(F) ∃g∈ B(G) : f = g
(iv) vG[boundpoi disjoint] :⇔ ∃g∈ B(G) ∀ f ∈ P(F) : f 6= g

Our algorithm for computing the topological information for this case is shown in Figure 12. The
while-loop is executed until the end of theline2D object (line 9) and as long as not all topological flags
have been set totrue (lines 10 to 11). The operationsselectfirst andselectnext compare a point and a
halfsegment according to the order relation defined in Section 3.3 in order to determine the next element(s)
to be processed. If only a point has to be processed (line 12),we know that it does not coincide with an
endpoint of a segment ofG and hence not with a boundary point ofG. But we have to check whether the
point lies in the interior of a segment in the sweep line status structureS. This is done by the search operation
poi in segon S (line 13). If this is not the case, the point must be located outside the segment (line 14). If
only a halfsegmenth has to be processed (line 15), its segment component is inserted into (deleted from)
S if h is a left (right) halfsegment (line 17). We also have to test if the dominating point ofh, sayv, is a
boundary point ofG. This is the case ifv is unequal to the previous dominating point stored in the variable
last dp (line 18) and if the operationlook aheadfinds out thatv does also not coincide with the dominating
point of the next halfsegment (lines 19 to 20). In case that a point v of F is equal to a dominating point of
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01algorithm ExplorePoint2DRegion2D
02 input : point2DobjectF andregion2DobjectG,
03 topological feature vectorsvF andvG
04 initialized withfalse
05output: updated vectorsvF andvG
06begin
07 S:= new sweep();
08 selectfirst(F , G, object, status);
09 while status= end of noneand not (vF [poi inside]
10 and vF [poi on bound] and vF [poi outside]) do
11 if object= first then p := get event(F);
12 if poi on seg(S, p) then vF [poi on bound] := true
13 elsepred of p(S, p);
14 if current exists(S) then ia := get attr(S);
15 if ia then vF [poi inside] := true

16 elsevF [poi outside] := true endif
17 elsevF [poi outside] := true
18 endif
19 endif
20 elseh := get event(G); ia := get attr(G); /* h = (s,d) */
21 if d then add left(S, s); set attr(S, ia)
22 elsedel right(S, s) endif;
23 if object= both then vF [poi on bound] := true endif
24 endif
25 selectnext(F , G, object, status);
26 endwhile;
27 if status= endof secondthen
28 vF [poi outside] := true
29 endif
30endExplorePoint2DRegion2D.

Figure 13: Algorithm for computing the topological featurevectors for apoint2D object and aregion2D
object

a halfsegmenth in G (line 23), we know thatv has never been visited before and that it is an end point of
the segment component ofh. Besides the update ofS (line 25), it remains to decide whetherv is an interior
point (line 28) or a boundary point (line 29) ofh. For this, we look ahead (line 27) to see whether the next
halfsegment’s dominating point is equal tov or not.

If l is the number of points ofF andm is the number of halfsegments ofG, the while-loop is executed
at mostl +m times. The insertion of a left halfsegment into and the removal of a right halfsegment from the
sweep line status needsO(logm) time. The check whether a point lies within or outside a segment (predicate
poi in seg) also requiresO(logm) time. Altogether, the worst time complexity isO((l + m) logm). The
while-loop has to be executed at leastm times for processing the entireline2D object in order to find out
whether a boundary point exists that is unequal to all pointsof thepoint2Dobject (Figures 11(b) and (c)).

5.3 The Exploration Algorithm for the point2D/region2D Case

In case of apoint2D objectF and aregion2DobjectG, the situation is simpler than in the previous case.
Seen from the perspective ofF, we can again distinguish three cases between (the interiorof) a point ofF
and the exterior, interior, or boundary ofG. First, a point ofF lies either insideG (flag poi inside), on the
boundary ofG (flag poi on bound), or outside of regionG (flag poi outside). Seen from the perspective of
G, we can distinguish four cases between the boundary and the interior ofG with the interior and exterior of
F. The intersection of the boundary (interior) ofG with the interior ofF implies that a point ofF is located
on the boundary (inside) ofG. This situation is already covered by the flagpoi on bound(poi inside). The
intersection of the boundary (interior) ofG with the exterior ofF is always true, sinceF as a finite point set
cannot coverG’s boundary segments (interior) representing an infinite point set. More formally, we define
the semantics of the topological flags as follows (we assumepoiInRegionto be a predicate which checks
whether a point lies inside aregion2Dobject):

Definition 3 Let F ∈ point2D, G∈ region2D, andvF andvG be their topological feature vectors. Then

(i) vF [poi inside] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ P(F) : poiInRegion( f ,G)
(ii) vF [poi on bound] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ P(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : on( f ,g.s)
(iii) vF [poi outside] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ P(F) ∀g∈ H(G) : ¬poiInRegion( f ,G) ∧ ¬on( f ,g.s)

We see thatvG is not needed. The algorithm for this case is shown in Figure 13. The while-loop is
executed as long as none of the two objects has been processed(line 9) and as long as not all topological
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flags have been set totrue (lines 9 to 10). If only a point has to be processed (line 11), we must check
its location. The first case is that it lies on a boundary segment; this is checked by the sweep line status
predicatepoi on seg(line 12). Otherwise, it must be located inside or outside ofG. We use the operation
pred of p (line 13) to determine the nearest segment in the sweep line status whose intersection point with
the sweep line has a lowery-coordinate than they-coordinate of the point. The predicatecurrent exists
checks whether such a segment exists (line 14). If this is notthe case, the point must be outside ofG (line
17). Otherwise, we ask for the information whether the interior of G is above the segment (line 14). We
can then derive whether the point is inside or outside the region (lines 15 to 16). If only a halfsegmenth
has to be processed or a pointv of F is equal to a dominating point of a halfsegmenth in G (line 20),h’s
segment component is inserted into (deleted from)S if h is a left (right) halfsegment (line 20 to 21). In case
of a left halfsegment, in addition, the information whetherthe interior ofG is above the segment is stored in
the sweep line status (line 21). Ifv and the dominating point ofh coincide, we know that the point is on the
boundary ofG (line 23).

If l is the number of points ofF andm is the number of halfsegments ofG, the while-loop is executed
at mostl +m times. Each of the sweep line status operationsadd left, del right, poi on seg, pred of p, cur-
rent exists, get attr, andset attr needsO(logm) time. The total worst time complexity isO((l +m) logm).

5.4 The Exploration Algorithm for the line2D/line2D Case

We now consider the exploration algorithm for twoline2DobjectsF andG. Seen from the perspective ofF,
we can differentiate six cases between the interior and boundary ofF and the interior, boundary, and exterior
of G. First, the interiors of two segments ofF andG can partially or completely coincide (flagsegshared).
Second, if a segment ofF does not partially or completely coincide with any segment of G, we register this
in the flagsegunshared. Third, we set the flaginterior poi sharedif two segments intersect in a single point
that does not belong to the boundaries ofF or G. Fourth, a boundary endpoint of a segment ofF can be
located in the interior of a segment (including connector points) of G (flag boundon interior). Fifth, both
objectsF andG can share a boundary point (flagboundshared). Sixth, if a boundary endpoint of a segment
of F lies outside of all segments ofG, we set the flagbounddisjoint. Seen from the perspective ofG, we
can identify the same cases. But due to the symmetry of three of the six topological cases, we do not need
all flags forG. For example, if a segment ofF partially coincides with a segment ofG, this also holds vice
versa. Hence, it is sufficient to introduce the flagssegunshared, boundon interior, andbounddisjoint for
G. More formally, we define the semantics of the topological flags as follows:

Definition 4 Let F,G∈ line2D, and letvF andvG be their topological feature vectors. Then

(i) vF [segshared] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : segIntersect( f .s,g.s)
(ii) vF [interior poi shared] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) ∀ p∈ B(F)∪B(G) :

poiIntersect( f .s,g.s) ∧ poiIntersection( f .s,g.s) 6= p
(iii) vF [segunshared] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∀g∈ H(G) : ¬segIntersect( f .s,g.s)
(iv) vF [boundon interior] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) ∃ p∈ B(F) \ B(G) :

poiIntersection( f .s,g.s) = p
(v) vF [boundshared] :⇔ ∃ p∈ B(F) ∃q∈ B(G) : p = q

(vi) vF [bounddisjoint] :⇔ ∃ p∈ B(F) ∀g∈ H(G) : ¬on(p,g.s)
(vii) vG[segunshared] :⇔ ∃g∈ H(G) ∀ f ∈ H(F) : ¬segIntersect( f .s,g.s)
(viii) vG[boundon interior] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) ∃ p∈ B(G) \ B(F) :

poiIntersection( f .s,g.s) = p
(ix) vG[bounddisjoint] :⇔ ∃q∈ B(G) ∀ f ∈ H(F) : ¬on(q, f .s)

The exploration algorithm for this case is given in Figure 14. The while-loop is executed until both
objects have been processed (line 9) and as long as not all topological flags have been set totrue (lines 9 to
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01algorithm ExploreLine2DLine2D
02 input : line2D objectsF andG, topological feature
03 vectorsvF andvG initialized with false
04output: updated vectorsvF andvG
05begin
06 S:= new sweep(); last dp in F := ε; last dp in G := ε;
07 last boundin F := ε; last boundin G := ε;
08 selectfirst(F , G, object, status);
09 while status6= end of bothand not (vF [segshared]
10 and vF [interior poi shared] and vF [segunshared]
11 and vF [boundon interior] and vF [boundshared]
12 and vF [bounddisjoint] and vG[bounddisjoint]
13 and vG[boundon interior] and vG[segunshared]) do
14 if object= first then h := get event(F); /* h = (s,d) */
15 if d then add left(S, s)
16 elsedel right(S, s); vF [segunshared] := true endif;
17 if dp(h) 6= last dp in F then last dp in F := dp(h);
18 if not look ahead(h,F) then
19 last bound in F := dp(h);
20 if last boundin F = last boundin G then
21 vF [boundshared] := true
22 else if last boundin F = last dp in G then
23 vF [boundon interior] := true
24 else if not look ahead(h,G) then
25 vF [bounddisjoint] := true
26 endif
27 endif
28 endif;
29 if dp(h) 6= last bound in F then
30 if dp(h) = last bound in G then
31 vG[boundon interior] := true
32 else ifdp(h) = last dp in G then
33 vF [interior poi shared] := true
34 endif
35 endif

36 else ifobject= secondthen h := get event(G);
37 . . . /* like lines 15 to 35 withF andG swapped */
38 else/* object= both*/
39 h := get event(F); vF [segshared] := true;
40 if d then add left(S, s) elsedel right(S, s) endif;
41 if dp(h) 6= last dp in F then last dp in F := dp(h);
42 if not look ahead(h,F) then
43 last bound in F := dp(h)
44 endif
45 endif;
46 if dp(h) 6= last dp in G then last dp in G := dp(h);
47 if not look ahead(h,G) then
48 last bound in G := dp(h)
49 endif
50 endif;
51 if last boundin F = last boundin G then
52 vF [boundshared] := true
53 else
54 if last boundin F = last dp in G then
55 vF [boundon interior] := true
56 endif;
57 if last boundin G = last dp in F then
58 vG[boundon interior] := true
59 endif
60 endif
61 endif;
62 if status= end of first then
63 vG[segunshared] := true;
64 else ifstatus= end of secondthen
65 vF [segunshared] := true;
66 endif
67 selectnext(F , G, object, status);
68 endwhile;
69endExploreLine2DLine2D.

Figure 14: Algorithm for computing the topological featurevectors for twoline2D objects

13). If a single left (right) halfsegment ofF (line 14) has to be processed (the same forG (line 36)), we insert
it into (delete it from) the sweep line status (lines 15 and 16). The deletion of a single right halfsegment
further indicates that it is not shared byG (line 16). If the current dominating point, sayv, is unequal to the
previous dominating point ofF (line 17) and if the operation lookahead finds out thatv is also unequal to
the dominating point of the next halfsegment ofF (line 18),v must be a boundary point ofF (line 19). In
this case, we perform three checks. First, ifv coincides with the current boundary point inG, both objects
share a part of their boundary (lines 20 to 21). Second, otherwise, if v is equal to the current dominating
point, sayw, in G, w must be an interior point ofG, and the boundary ofF and the interior ofG share a
point (lines 22 to 23). Third, otherwise, ifv is different from the dominating point of the next halfsegment
in G, F contains a boundary point that is disjoint fromG (lines 24 to 25). Ifv has not been identified as a
boundary point in the previous step (line 29), it must be an interior point ofF . In this case, we check whether
it coincides with the current boundary point inG (lines 30 to 31) or whether it is also an interior point in
G (lines 32 to 33). If a halfsegment belongs to both objects (line 38), we can conclude that it is shared by
them (line 39). Depending on whether it is a left or right halfsegment, it is inserted into or deleted from the
sweepline status (line 40). Lines 41 to 45 (46 to 50) test whether the dominating pointv of the halfsegment
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01algorithm ExploreLine2DRegion2D
02 input : line2D objectF andregion2DobjectG,
03 topological feature vectorsvF andvG
04 initialized withfalse
05output: updated vectorsvF andvG
06begin
07 S:= new sweep(); last dp in F := ε; last dp in G := ε;
08 last boundin F := ε;
09 selectfirst(F , G, object, status);
10 while status6= end of first and status6= end of both
11 and not (vF [seginside] and vF [segshared]
12 and vF [segoutside] and vF [poi shared]
13 and vF [bound inside] and vF [boundshared]
14 and vG[bounddisjoint] and vG[segunshared]) do
15 if object= first then h := get event(F); /* h = (s,d) */
16 if d then add left(S, s)
17 else
18 if pred exists(S,s) then
19 (mp/np) := get pred attr(S, s);
20 if np = 1 then vF [seginside] := true
21 elsevF [segoutside] := true endif
22 elsevF [segoutside] := true endif;
23 del right(S, s);
24 endif;
25 if dp(h) 6= last dp in F then last dp in F := dp(h);
26 if not look ahead(h,F) then
27 last bound in F := dp(h);
28 if last boundin F = last dp in G
29 or look ahead(h,G) then
30 vF [boundshared] := true
31 else
32 if pred exists(S,s) then
33 (mp/np) := get pred attr(S, s);
34 if np = 1 then vF [bound inside] := true

35 elsevF [boundoutside] := true endif
36 elsevF [boundoutside] := true endif
37 endif
38 endif
39 endif;
40 if dp(h) 6= last bound in F and
41 (dp(h) = last dp in G or look ahead(h,G)) then
42 vF [poi shared] := true
43 endif
44 else ifobject= secondthen
45 h := get event(G); ia := get attr(G);
46 if d then add left(S, s); set attr(S, ia)
47 elsedel right(S, s); vG[segunshared] := true endif;
48 if dp(h) 6= last dp in G then
49 last dp in G := dp(h) endif;
50 else/* object= both*/ vF [segshared] := true;
51 h := get event(G); ia := get attr(G);
52 if d then add left(S, s); set attr(S, ia)
53 elsedel right(S, s) endif;
54 if dp(h) 6= last dp in F then last dp in F := dp(h);
55 if not look ahead(h,F) then
56 vF [boundshared] := true
57 elsevF [poi shared] := true endif
58 endif;
59 if dp(h) 6= last dp in G then
60 last dp in G := dp(h) endif;
61 endif;
62 if status= end of secondthen
63 vF [segoutside] := true endif;
64 selectnext(F , G, object, status);
65 endwhile;
66 if status= endof first then
67 vG[segunshared] := true endif
68endExploreLine2DRegion2D.

Figure 15: Algorithm for computing the topological featurevectors for aline2D object and aregion2D
object

is a boundary point ofF (G). Afterwards, we check whetherv is a boundary point of both objects (lines
51 to 52). If this is not the case, we examine whether one of them is a boundary point and the other one
is an interior point (lines 54 to 59). Lines 62 to 66 handle thecase that exactly one of the two halfsegment
sequences is exhausted.

Let l (m) be the number of halfsegments ofF (G). Segments of both objects can intersect or par-
tially coincide (Figure 8), and we handle these topologicalsituations with the splitting strategy described
in Section 4.3. If, due to splitting,k is the total number of additional halfsegments stored in thedynamic
halfsegment sequences of both objects, the while-loop is executed at mostl +m+k times. The only opera-
tions needed on the sweep line status areadd left anddel right for inserting and deleting halfsegments; they
requireO(log(l +m+k)) time each. No special predicates have to be deployed for discovering topological
information. Due to the splitting strategy, all dominatingend points either are already endpoints of existing
segments or become endpoints of newly created segments. Theoperationlook aheadneeds constant time.
In total, the algorithm requiresO((l +m+k) log(l +m+k)) time andO(l +m+k) space.
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5.5 The Exploration Algorithm for the line2D/region2D Case

Next, we describe the exploration algorithm for aline2D object F and aregion2D objectG. Seen from
the perspective ofF, we can distinguish six cases between the interior and boundary of F and the interior,
boundary, and exterior ofG. First, the intersection of the interiors ofF andG means that a segment of
F lies in G (flag seginside). Second, the interior of a segment ofF intersects with a boundary segment
of G if either both segments partially or fully coincide (flagsegshared), or if they properly intersect in a
single point (flagpoi shared). Third, the interior of a segment ofF intersects with the exterior ofG if the
segment is disjoint fromG (flag segoutside). Fourth, a boundary point ofF intersects the interior ofG if
the boundary point lies inside ofG (flagboundinside). Fifth, if it lies on the boundary ofG, we set the flag
boundshared. Sixth, if it lies outside ofG, we set the flagbounddisjoint.

Seen from the perspective ofG, we can differentiate the same six cases as before and obtainmost of the
topological flags as before. First, if the interiors ofG andF intersect, a segment ofF must partially or totally
lie in G (already covered by flagseginside). Second, if the interior ofG and the boundary ofF intersect,
the boundary point of a segment ofF must be located inG (already covered by flagboundinside). Third,
the case that the interior ofG intersects the exterior ofF is always true due to the different dimensionality
of both objects; hence, we do not need a flag. Fourth, if the boundary ofG intersects the interior ofF,
a segment ofF must partially or fully coincide with a boundary segment ofG (already covered by flag
segshared). Fifth, if the boundary ofG intersects the boundary ofF, a boundary point of a segment of
F must lie on a boundary segment ofG (already covered by flagboundshared). Sixth, if the boundary of
G intersects the exterior ofF, a boundary segment ofG must be disjoint fromF (new flagsegunshared).
More formally, we define the semantics of the topological flags as follows:

Definition 5 Let F ∈ line2D, G∈ region2D, andvF andvG be their topological feature vectors. Then

(i) vF [seginside] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∀g∈ H(G) :
¬segIntersect( f .s,g.s) ∧ segInRegion( f .s,G)

(ii) vF [segshared] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : segIntersect( f .s,g.s)
(iii) vF [segoutside] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∀g∈ H(G) :

¬segIntersect( f .s,g.s) ∧ ¬segInRegion( f .s,G)
(iv) vF [poi shared] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : poiIntersect( f .s,g.s) ∧

poiIntersection( f .s,g.s) /∈ B(F)
(v) vF [bound inside] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) : poiInRegion(dp( f ),G) ∧ dp( f ) ∈ B(F)

(vi) vF [boundshared] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : poiIntersect( f .s,g.s) ∧
poiIntersection( f .s,g.s) ∈ B(F)

(vii) vF [bounddisjoint] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∀g∈ H(G) : ¬poiInRegion(dp( f ),G) ∧
dp( f ) ∈ B(F) ∧ ¬on(dp( f ),g.s)

(viii) vG[segunshared] :⇔ ∃g∈ H(G) ∀ f ∈ H(F) : ¬segIntersect( f .s,g.s)

The operationsegInRegionis assumed to check whether a segment is located inside a region; it is an
imaginary predicate and not implemented as a robust geometric primitive.

The exploration algorithm for this case is given in Figure 15. The while-loop is executed until at least the
first object has been processed (line 10) and as long as not alltopological flags have been set totrue (lines
11 to 14). In case that we only encounter a halfsegmenth of F (line 15), we insert its segment components
into the sweep line status if it is a left halfsegment (line 16). If it is a right halfsegment, we find out whether
h is located inside or outside ofG (lines 18 to 23). We know that it cannot coincide with a boundary segment
of G, since this is another case. The predicatepred existschecks whethers has a predecessor in the sweep
line status (line 18); it ignores segments in the sweep line status that stem fromF. If this is not the case (line
22), s must lie outside ofG. Otherwise, we check the upper overlap number ofs’s predecessor (line 19).
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The overlap number 1 indicates thats lies insideG (line 20); otherwise, it is outside ofG (line 21). After
this check, we removes from the sweep line status (line 23). Next we test whether thedominating point
of h is a boundary point ofF (line 26) by using the predicatelook ahead. If this is the case, we determine
whether this point is shared byG (lines 28 to 30) or whether this point is located inside or outside ofG (lines
31 to 38). Last, if the dominating point turns out not to be a boundary point ofF, we check whether it is an
interior point that shares a boundary point withG (lines 40 to 43). In case that we only obtain a halfsegment
h of G (line 44), we insert its segment components into the sweep line status and attach the Boolean flag
ia indicating whether the interior ofG is aboves or not (line 46). Otherwise, we delete a right halfsegment
h from the sweep line status and know that it is not shared byF (line 47). In case that bothF andG share
a halfsegment, we know that they also share their segment components (line 50). The sweep line status is
then modified depending on the status ofh (lines 52 to 53). If we encounter a new dominating point ofF,
we have to check whetherF shares a boundary point (lines 55 to 56) or an interior point (line 57) with the
boundary ofG. If the halfsegment sequence ofG should be exhaused (line 62), we know thatF must have a
segment whose interior is outside ofG (line 63). If after the while-loop onlyF is exhausted but notG (line
66),G must have a boundary segment that is disjoint fromF (line 67).

Let l be the number of halfsegments ofF, m be the number of attributed halfsegments ofG, andk be
the total number of new halfsegments created due to our splitting strategy. The while-loop is then executed
at mostl +m+k times. All operations needed on the sweep line status require O(log(l +m+k)) time each.
Due to the splitting strategy, all dominating end points arealready endpoints of existing segments or become
endpoints of newly created segments. The operationlook aheadneeds constant time. In total, the algorithm
requiresO((l +m+k) log(l +m+k)) time andO(l +m+k) space.

5.6 The Exploration Algorithm for the region2D/region2D Case

The exploration algorithm for theregion2D/region2Dcase is quite different from the preceding five cases,
since it has to take into account the areal extent of both objects. The indices of the vector fields, with one
exception described below, are not flags as before but segment classes. The fields of the vectors again contain
Boolean values that are initialized withfalse. The main goal of the exploration algorithm is to determine the
existing segment classes in eachregion2Dobject. Hence, the topological feature vector for each object is a
segment classification vector. Each vector contains a field for the segment classes(0/1), (1/0), (0/2), (2/0),
(1/2), (2/1), and(1/1). The following definition makes a connection between representational concepts
and point set topological concepts as it is later needed in the evaluation phase. For a segments= (p,q) ∈
seg2D, the functionptsyields the infinite point set ofsaspts(s) = {r ∈R

2 | r = p+λ(q− p),λ ∈ R,0≤ λ ≤
1}. Further, forF ∈ region2D, we define∂F =

⋃

f∈H(F) pts( f .s), F◦ = {p∈ R
2 |poiInRegion(p,F)}, and

F− = R
2−∂F −F◦. We can now define the semantics of this vector as follows:

Definition 6 Let F,G∈ region2DandvF be the segment classification vector ofF. Then

(i) vF [(0/1)] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) : f .ia ∧ pts( f .s) ⊂ G−

(ii) vF [(1/0)] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) : ¬f .ia ∧ pts( f .s) ⊂ G−

(iii) vF [(1/2)] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) : f .ia ∧ pts( f .s) ⊂ G◦

(iv) vF [(2/1)] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) : ¬f .ia ∧ pts( f .s) ⊂ G◦

(v) vF [(0/2)] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : f .s= g.s ∧ f .ia ∧ g.ia
(vi) vF [(2/0)] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : f .s= g.s ∧ ¬f .ia ∧ ¬g.ia
(vii) vF [(1/1)] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : f .s= g.s∧

((f .ia ∧ ¬g.ia) ∨ (¬f .ia ∧ g.ia))
(viii) vF [boundpoi shared] :⇔ ∃ f ∈ H(F) ∃g∈ H(G) : f .s 6= g.s ∧ dp( f ) = dp(g)

The segment classification vectorvG of G includes the cases (i) to (iv) withF and G swapped; we
omit the flags for the cases (v) to (viii) due to their symmetry(or equivalence) to flags ofF. The flag
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Figure 16: Special case of the plane sweep.

boundpoi sharedindicates whether any two unequal boundary segments of bothobjects share a common
point. Before the splitting, such a point may have been a segment endpoint or a proper segment intersection
point for each object. The determination of the boolean value of this flag also includes the treatment of a
special case illustrated in Figure 16. If two regionsF andG meet in a point like in the example, such a
topological meeting situation cannot be detected by a usualplane sweep. The reason is that the plane sweep
forgets completely about the already visited segments (right halfsegments) left of the sweep line. In our
example, afters1 ands2 have been removed from the sweep line status, any information about them is lost.
Whens3 is inserted into the status sweep line, its meeting withs2 cannot be detected. Our solution is to
look ahead in objectG for a next halfsegment with the same dominating point befores2 is removed from the
sweep line status.

The segment classification is computed by the algorithm in Figure 17. The while-loop is executed as
long as none of the two objects has been processed (line 8) andas long as not all topological flags have been
set totrue (lines 8 to 12). Then, according to the halfsegment order, the next halfsegmenth is obtained,
which belongs to one or both objects, and the variables for the last considered dominating points inF and/or
G are updated (lines 13 to 20). Next, we check for a possible common boundary point inF andG (lines 21 to
25). This is the case if the last dominating points ofF andG are equal, or the last dominating point inF (G)
coincides with the next dominating point inG (F). The latter algorithmic step, in particular, helps us solve
the special situation in Figure 16. Ifh is a right halfsegment (line 26), we update the topological feature
vectors ofF and/orG correspondingly (lines 27 to 32) and remove its segment components from the sweep
line status (line 33). In case thath is a left halfsegment, we insert its segment components into the sweep
line status (line 34) according to they-order of its dominating point and they-coordinates of the intersection
points of the current sweep line with the segments momentarily in the sweep line status. Ifh’s segment
components either belongs toF or to G, but not to both objects, and partially coincides with a segment
from the other object in the sweep lines status, our splitting strategy is applied. Its effect is that the segment
we currently consider suddenly belongs tobothobjects. Therefore, we modify theobjectvariable in line 35
correspondingly. Next, we compute the segment class ofs. For this purpose, we determine the lower and
upper overlap numbersmp andnp of the predecessorp of s (lines 36 to 37). If there is no predecessor,mp

gets the ‘undefined’ value ‘∗’. The segment classification of the predecessorp is important since the lower
overlap numberms of s is assigned the upper overlap numbernp of p, and the upper overlap numberns of s
is assigned its incremented or decremented lower overlap number, depending on whether the Boolean flag

ns 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 1
ms 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
np ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
mp ∗ ∗ 1 1 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 0 0 1 1

Table 3: Possible segment class constellations between two consecutive segments in the sweep line status.
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01algorithm ExploreRegion2DRegion2D
02 input : region2DobjectsF andG, topological feature
03 vectorsvF andvG initialized with false
04output: updated vectorsvF andvG
05begin
06 S:= new sweep(); last dp in F := ε; last dp in G := ε;
07 selectfirst(F , G, object, status);
08 while status= end of noneand not (vF [(0/1)] and vF [(1/0)]
09 and vF [(1/2)] and vF [(2/1)] and vF [(0/2)] and
10 vF [(2/0)] and vF [(1/1)] and vF [boundpoi shared]
11 and vG[(0/1)] and vG[(1/0)] and vG[(1/2)] and
12 vG[(2/1)]) do
13 if object= first then /* h = (s,d) */
14 h := get event(F); last dp in F := dp(h)
15 else ifobject= secondthen
16 h := get event(G); last dp in G := dp(h)
17 else/* object= both*/
18 h := get event(F);
19 last dp in F := dp(h); last dp in G := dp(h)
20 endif;
21 if last dp in F = last dp in G
22 or last dp in F = look ahead(h, G)
23 or last dp in G = look ahead(h, F) then
24 vF [boundpoi shared] := true
25 endif;
26 if d = right then
27 {(ms/ns)} := get attr(S);
28 if object= first then vF [(ms/ns)] := true

29 else ifobject= secondthen vG[(ms/ns)] := true
30 else ifobject= both then
31 vF [(ms/ns)] := true; vG[(ms/ns)] := true
32 endif;
33 del right(S, s)
34 elseadd left(S, s);
35 if coincident(S, s) then object:= bothendif;
36 if not pred exists(S, s) then (mp/np) := (∗/0)
37 else{(mp/np)} := get pred attr(S) endif;
38 ms := np; ns := np;
39 if object= first or object= boththen
40 if get attr(F) then ns := ns+1
41 elsens := ns−1 endif
42 endif;
43 if object= secondor object= both then
44 if get attr(G) then ns := ns+1
45 elsens := ns−1 endif
46 endif;
47 set attr(S, {(ms/ns)});
48 endif;
49 selectnext(F , G, object, status);
50 endwhile;
51 if status= end of first then
52 vG[(0/1)] := true; vG[(1/0)] := true
53 else ifstatus= end of secondthen
54 vF [(0/1)] := true; vF [(1/0)] := true
55 endif
56 endExploreRegion2DRegion2D.

Figure 17: Algorithm for computing the topological featurevectors for tworegion2Dobjects

‘Interior Above’ obtained by the predicateget attr is true or falserespectively (lines 39 to 46). The newly
computed segment classification is then attached tos (line 47). The possible 19 segment class constellations
between two consecutive segments in the sweep line status are shown in Table 3. The table shows which
segment classes(ms/ns) a new segments just inserted into the sweep line status can get, given a certain
segment class(mp/np) of a predecessor segmentp. The first two columns show the special case that at
the beginning the sweep line status is empty and the first segment is inserted. This segment can either be
shared by both region objects ((0/2)-segment) or stems from one of them ((0/1)-segment). In all these
cases (except the first two cases),np = ms must hold.

Let l be the number of attributed halfsegments ofF , m be the number of attributed halfsegments of
G, andk be the total number of new halfsegments created due to our splitting strategy. The while-loop
is then executed at mostl + m+ k times. All operations needed on the sweep line status require at most
O(log(l +m+k)) time each. The operations on the halfsegment sequences ofF andG need constant time.
In total, the algorithm requiresO((l +m+k) log(l +m+k)) time andO(l +m+k) space.

6 Direct Predicate Characterization as a Simple EvaluationMethod

In the previous section we have developed sophisticated andefficient algorithms for the computation of the
topological feature vectorsvF andvG of two complex spatial objectsF,G ∈ {point2D, line2D, region2D}.
The vectorsvF andvG contain specific topological feature flags for each type combination. The flags capture
all topological situations betweenF andG and are different for different type combinations. Consequently,
each type combination has led to a different exploration algorithm.
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Figure 18: The 9-intersection matrix number 8 for the predicatemeetbetween twoline2D objects (a) and
the 9-intersection matrix number 7 for the predicateinsidebetween tworegion2Dobjects (b)

In this section, we present a first method for theevaluation phasewhose objective it is to uniquely
characterize the topological relationship of two given spatial objects of any type combination. Our general
evaluation strategy is to leverage the information kept in the topological feature vectors and accommodate
the objects’ mutual topological features with an existing topological predicate for both predicate verification
and predicate determination. The method presented here provides adirect predicate characterizationof
all s topological predicates of each type combination (see Table1(b) for the different values ofs) that is
based on the feature values ofvF andvG of the two spatial argument objectsF andG. For example, for
the line2D/line2D case, we have to determine which topological flags ofvF andvG must be turned on and
which flags must be turned off so that a given topological predicate (verification query) or a predicate to be
found (determination query) is fulfilled. For theregion2D/region2Dcase, the central question is to which
segment classes the segments of both objects must belong so that a given topological predicate or a predicate
to be found is satisfied. The direct predicate characterization gives an answer for each individual predicate
of each individual type combination. This means that we obtain 184 individual predicate characterizations
without converse predicates and 248 individual predicate characterizations with converse predicates. In
general, each characterization is a Boolean expression in conjunctive normal form and expressed in terms
of the topological feature vectorsvF andvG.

We give two examples of direct predicate characterizations. As a first example, we consider the topo-
logical predicate number 8 (meet) between twoline2DobjectsF andG (Figure 18(a) and [45]) and see how
the flags of the topological feature vectors (Definition 4) are used.

p8(F,G) :⇔ ¬vF [segshared] ∧ ¬vF [interior poi shared] ∧ vF [segunshared] ∧
¬vF [boundon interior] ∧ vF [boundshared] ∧ vF [bounddisjoint] ∧
vG[segunshared] ∧ ¬vG[boundon interior] ∧ vG[bounddisjoint]

If we take into account the semantics of the topological feature flags, the right side of the equivalence
means that both objects may only and must share boundary parts. More precisely and by considering the
matrix in Figure 18(a), intersections between both interiors (¬vF [segshared], ¬vF [interior poi shared])
as well as between the boundary of one object and the interiorof the other object (¬vF [boundon interior],
¬vG[boundon interior]) are not allowed; besides intersections between both boundaries (vF [boundshared),
each component of one object must interact with the exteriorof the other object (vF [segunshared],
vG[segunshared], vF [bounddisjoint], vG[bounddisjoint]).

Next, we view the topological predicate number 7 (inside) between tworegion2D objectsF and G
(Figure 18(b) and [45]) and see how the segment classes kept in the topological feature vectors (Definition 6)
are used.

p7(F,G) :⇔ ¬vF [(0/1)] ∧ ¬vF [(1/0)] ∧ ¬vF [(0/2)] ∧ ¬vF [(2/0)] ∧ ¬vF [(1/1)] ∧
¬vF [boundpoi shared] ∧ (vF [(1/2)] ∨ vF [(2/1)]) ∧
¬vG[(1/2)] ∧ ¬vG[(2/1)] ∧ (vG[(0/1)] ∨ vG[(1/0)])

For theinsidepredicate, the segments ofF must be located inside ofG since the interior and boundary
of F must be located in the interior ofG; hence they must all have the segment classes(1/2) or (2/1). This
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Figure 19: Predicate verification (a) and predicate determination (b) based on the direct predicate charac-
terization method

“for all” quantification is tested by checking whethervF [(1/2)] or vF [(2/1)] aretrue and whetherall other
vector fields arefalse. The fact that all other vector fields arefalsemeans that the interior and boundary
of F do not interact with the boundary and exterior ofG. That is, the segments ofG must be situated
outside ofF , and thus theyall must have the segment classes(0/1) or (1/0); other segment classes are
forbidden forG. Further, we must ensure that no segment ofF shares a common point with any segment of
G (¬vF [boundpoi shared]).

The predicate characterizations can be read in both directions. If we are interested inpredicate verifica-
tion, i.e., in evaluating a specific topological predicate, we look from left to right and check the respective
right side of the predicate’s direct characterization (Figure 19(a)). This corresponds to an explicit imple-
mentation of each individual predicate. If we are interested in predicate determination, i.e., in deriving the
topological relationship from a given spatial configuration of two spatial objects, we have to look from right
to left. That is, consecutively we evaluate the right sides of the predicate characterizations by applying them
to the given topological feature vectorsvF andvG. For the characterization that matches we look on its left
side to obtain the name or number of the predicate (Figure 19(b)).

The direct predicate characterization demonstrates how wecan leverage the concept of topological fea-
ture vectors. However, this particular evaluation method has three main drawbacks. First, the method
depends on the number of topological predicates. That is, each of the 184 (248) topological predicates be-
tween complex spatial objects requires an own specification. Second, in the worst case, all direct predicate
characterizations with respect to a particular type combination have to be checked for predicate determina-
tion. Third, the direct predicate characterization is error-prone. It is difficult to ensure that each predicate
characterization is correct and unique and that all predicate characterizations together are mutually exclusive
and cover all topological predicates. From this standpoint, this solution is anad hocapproach. In [37] we
present a sophisticated approach that avoids these shortcomings and has a formal foundation.

7 Implementation and Testing of the Approach

To verify the feasibility, practicality, and correctness of the concepts presented, we have implemented and
tested our approach. The system implementation of the algebra package SPAL2D (Section 3.1) for handling
two-dimensional spatial data includes the implementationof all six exploration algorithms from Section 5.
These algorithms are implemented at the highest level SDT2D(Figure 3). The implementation makes use
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of the complex spatial data typespoint2D, line2D, andregion2D, as they have been specified in Section 3.4.
Since performance is one of the goals of this implementation, C++ is our employed programming language.

A universal interface methodTopPredExplorationis provided to explore the topological events of two
interacting spatial objects. This interface is overloadedto accept two spatial objects of any type combination
as input. The output consists of two topological feature vectors which hold the topological information for
both argument objects. This information is then used to identify the corresponding topological predicate.
Since the direct predicate characterization method has proved to be an ad hoc, error-prone, and inefficient
solution for this purpose, we have not fully implemented this method (i.e., all 184 characterizations). Instead,
an efficient, well-founded, and systematical method described in [37] has been implemented for this purpose.

Our implementation incorporating the data structures for the spatial data types and the exploration al-
gorithms underwent various tests in order to verify the correctness of the concepts. We use a mixture of
black-box3 andwhite-box4 testing techniques known asgray-box5 testing. The black-box testing part ar-
ranges for well defined input and output objects. Each input object is a correct element of one of our spatial
data types. Each output is guaranteed to be a topological feature vector and is tailored to the respective type
combination. This enables us to test the functional behavior of our implementation by designing a collec-
tion of test cases to cover all type combinations of spatial objects as input and all possible values (true and
false) of all topological feature flags as output. The white-box testing part considers every single execution
path and guarantees that each statement is executed at leastonce. This ensures that all special cases that
are specified and handled by the algorithms are properly tested. Our collection of test cases consists of 184
different scenes corresponding to the total number of topological predicates between spatial objects. They
have been successfully tested and verified and indicate the correctness of our concepts and the ability of our
algorithms to correctly discover the needed topological information from any given scene.

A special test case generation technique has been leveragedto check the functionality of the exploration
algorithms and the correctness of the resulting values of the topological feature vectors. The vector values
have to be independent of the location of the two spatial objects involved. In order to check this, this
technique is able to generate arbitrarily many different orientations of a topologically identical scene of two
spatial objects with respect to the same sweep line and coordinate system. The idea is to rotate such a scene
by a random, rational angle around a central reference point. Special test cases including vertical segments
or a meeting situation like in Figure 16 are considered too. For this rotation scenario, we especially take
care of maintaining the robustness of geometric computation and preserving the topological consistency of a
scene. We ensure that segment end points are rotated to end points with rational coordinates (and not floating
point coordinates) by involving the Newton Method for approximating the results of numerical computations
by rational numbers from our special rational number systemRATIO (Section 3.1). Intersecting segments
are broken up into four segments in advance.

Starting with a set of 184 explicitly constructed base cases(one for each topological predicate) which
cover the special test cases if possible, we have generated at least 20,000 test cases for the topological
predicates of each of the six type combinations by our randomscene rotation technique. In total, more than
120,000 test cases have been successfully generated, tested, and checked in the exploration phase. All test
cases have been checked for predicate verification and predicate determination.

3Black box testing takes an external perspective of the test object to derive test cases and does not consider the internalstructure
of the test object. The test designer selects valid and invalid input, determines the correct output, and checks the correctness of the
functional behavior of the test object.

4White box testing takes an internal perspective of the test object and designs test cases based on its internal structure. The tester
chooses test case inputs to exercise all paths through the software and determines the appropriate outputs. It requiresprogramming
skills to identify all paths through the software.

5Gray box testing maintains the advantages of black-box and white-box testing and is not impeded by the limitations of each
particular one.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

While, from a conceptual perspective, topological predicates have been investigated to a large extent, the
design of efficient implementation methods for them has beenwidely neglected. Especially due to the
introduction of complex spatial data types, the resulting increase of topological predicates between them
asks for efficient and correct implementation concepts. Ourapproach has been implemented as part of our
SPAL2D software library which is a sophisticated spatial type system currently under development and
determined for an integration into extensible databases. We propose a two-phase approach which consists
of an exploration phase and an evaluation phase and which canbe applied to both predicate verification
and predicate determination. The goal of the exploration phase is to traverse a given scene of two objects in
space, collect any topological information of importance,and store it in topological feature vectors. The goal
of the evaluation phase is to interpret the gained topological information and match it against the topological
predicates. In this article, we have focused on the exploration phase and in detail developed exploration
algorithms for all type combinations.

Future work refers to the design of efficient and correct evaluation methods that interpret and match the
information provided by the topological feature vectors against the topological predicates. In this article,
we have presented the direct characterization method as a first solution. However, we have also pointed out
its shortcomings. In [37] we propose evaluation methods that are robust, correct, and independent of the
number of topological predicates of a particular type combination and that have a formal basis.
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